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Book Review By John Scanlon

Brigadier Gerard And Me: A Personal
Journey Through Horse Racing

By Laurie Williamson

Brigustbooks, £14.99

Y THE onset of autumn in 1970 it was clear that

something truly remarkable was stirring among

the juvenile generation. In Britain, Paul Mellon’s

Mill Reef had already won the Coventry Stakes and the

Gimcrack Stakes, while John and Jean Hislop’s Brigadier

Gerard had won his first three races, including the

Washington Singer Stakes. And in France, David

Robinson’s My Swallow had won both the Prix Morny and

the Prix de la Salamandre. All three colts looked like stars

in the making.

So when all three won their principal target races at the

end of the year — the Dewhurst for Mill Reef, the Middle

Park for Brigadier Gerard and the Grand Criterium for My

Swallow — it became obvious that, barring injury, the 1971

racing season would be very special indeed as these three

extraordinary racehorses sought to dominate the Classic

scene.

Who better then, to tell the

tale of this special time in

British racing history, than

Laurie Williamson, who was

fortunate enough to have looked

after Brigadier Gerard

throughout his entire career at

Dick Hern’s West Ilsley yard?

IS book is split into

two very different

parts. The first deals

with a chronological account of

Williamson’s career in racing,

interlaced with the racing career of the great horse himself.

I’m not clear whether Williamson kept a detailed diary, but

if not his memory is exceptional as both aspects of the story

are charted in meticulous detail and make for fascinating

reading.

Having recently had the opportunity of chatting with

Johnston Racing’s Jock Bennett about his 50 years in racing

and his early days with trainer Jack Watts,  I found

Williamson’s description of life in a racing yard in the early

1970s particularly interesting, and especially his description

of communications within the stable, and the frequency and

tone of any direct dialogue with the trainer and owners.

Given that the horse was trained by Dick Hern and ridden

by the legend that was Joe Mercer, it’s especially valuable

to be allowed something of a

glimpse behind the scenes.

And who could fail to be

enthralled by a vivid

description of the racing career

of Brigadier Gerard? He was

the conqueror of Mill Reef and

My Swallow in a never-to-be-

forgotten renewal of the 2,000

Guineas, and went on to land

wins in some of our very best

races, such as the Eclipse

Stakes, the Sussex Stakes, the

Champion Stakes and the King

George VI and Queen

Elizabeth Stakes. This was a stellar career, and it was to end

on a sad and sensational note when Roberto outpointed the

Brigadier in a memorable first running of the Benson and

Hedges Gold Cup at York, now the Juddmonte

International, inflicting the sole defeat of his career.

HIS first section of the book is very much its

strength, as the second part is largely an effort to

support the claims of Brigadier Gerard as being

superior to the many horses over the years touted as the

GOAT (greatest of all time), and in particular to burst the

Frankel bubble. While it is entirely understandable that

someone so closely associated with Brigadier Gerard would

want to press his claims, and

while Williamson produces some

interesting stats and arguments

in aid of his case, this section

comes across to a neutral reader

as an extended diatribe against

the BHA, Timeform and anyone

else who does not share

Williamson’s view of the

relative merits of these horses.

Williamson is not afraid to be

critical of many of the main

players in the Brigadier Gerard

story, not least Mrs Jean Hislop

who comes in for some harsh

words throughout the volume. Nonetheless, the book is a

valuable record of the career of a remarkable thoroughbred,

and will be enjoyed by anyone who has a real interest in

learning more about an outstanding racehorse whose place

in the pantheon of racing’s greats has long been secure.

Finally, as a self-published book the work has many

technical flaws, not least in relation to some idiosyncratic

punctuation and spelling, and it would have benefitted from

editing, principally in relation to the repetition of many

points. 

All that having been said, I enjoyed this fascinating trip

down Memory Lane, and it inspired me to explore online

some of the Brigadier’s most famous wins. Job done, Mr

Williamson? 
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